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Introduction 
 

Raven’s Knoll was established to serve people from a wide array of different Pagan communities. 

A significant number of these folk identify as Heathen or Ásatrú,or are interested in those 

spiritual practices. Heathenry is the practice of traditions collectively associated with the 

religious and spiritual beliefs of the pre-Christian Germanic and Scandinavian peoples. Ásatrú is 

the name given to the religion commonly practiced by the speakers of Old Norse during the 

Viking Age, and which is now again practiced by modern communities of adherents around the 

globe. 

 

In 2012, at the Hail and Horn Gathering, a sacred place of worship was established at Raven’s 

Knoll for honouring the Gods and Goddesses of Heathenry and Ásatrú. For the first time in 

Canada (to our knowledge) there is a public place of worship set aside for the worship of the 

pre-Christian Scandinavian and Germanic holy powers.  

 

The Vé (pronounced “Vay”) that was established is a holy place, a home for our Gods in 

Miðgarð.1 It is a frith-yard; a place set aside, a place of peace and good thoughts. In the religious 

custom of the Heathens that visit Raven’s Knoll, the location is holy and must always be 

respected. When it has been sanctified and made sacred by the ritual of hanging the vé-bond 

rope, everything in it and everything that takes place there is considered to be particularly holy. 

 
The practice we have established for religious ritual and spiritual engagement at the Raven’s 

Knoll Vé is grounded in historical research drawn from Viking Age Scandinavia, continental 

Germania, and points east in Rus-land where historical Heathens traveled.2 

 

Volunteer Roles 
 

There are many different volunteer roles at the Hail and Horn Gathering (HHG). HHG is a 

communitarian event that is run by volunteers at Raven’s Knoll (RK) campground. Attendees of 

HHG are not required to participate in any ritual or activity, nor are they required to volunteer. 

However, it is our Heathen belief that virtue and friðr are demonstrated best through 

volunteerism in the service of others. We encourage all good Heathens to be ‘ring-givers’. The 

roles on HHG staff are: 

 

For each of these roles, this guide provides basic information regarding: 

− method of selection; 

− responsibilities; 

− recognition; 

− coordination and planning; and 

− commonly misunderstood theological issues or other notes. 

Please Note: None of the named positions at HHG have a gender or sex requirement. 

 
1Miðgarð, or Midgard, which translates as “Middle-Earth” is one of the many worlds in Heathen 

cosmology. It corresponds with the Earth, the world of ordinary human experience. 
2 This introduction was taken from the HHG book Bragaful.  
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BlótGythia / Goði 
 

At HHG, the person leading the Blót is called a Gythia or Goði. The Blót is one of the three main 

rituals that take place at HHG. It is a ceremony that honours one God or Goddess selected at the 

HHG Moot in the previous year. Tradition has developed for the proper way to undertake an 

HHG Blót, there are required elements, but also much room for creativity. 

 

Selection: Those who wish to lead the Blót volunteer at (or shortly after) the Moot in the year 

before they lead the ritual. If there are multiple volunteers, the Witan will select between them. 

Preference is given to groups over individuals, and to those that have not previously led an HHG 

ritual. 

 

Relationships: Most Gythia or Goði put a small team of ritualists together for the event, often 

from the same kindred or region. One person from the Blót team (a Gythia or Goði) will be the 

liaison with the Witan on all things related to the ritual. The Witan may suggest the Gythia or 

Goði work directly with the Seneschal, Fire Keeper, or Herald on elements of their plan, as 

required. 

 

Responsibilities: 

− Leads the Blót ritual. 

− Communicate and discuss logistics with Seneschal. 

− Recruit their own ritual team (and are responsible for them). 

− Arrange for the token symbolic of the deity being honoured to be attached to the God-

pole. 

− Provide a draft script of the Blót to the Witan by the end May for approval (so that the 

ritual tradition is respected from previous years). 

− Confirm with the Leader of the Feast Cooks regarding them presenting the first offering 

of food at the Blót. 

− Responsible for running the communal procession of the God-pole to the Æsir Vé. This 

includes leading any singing or chanting and guarding the safety of those bearing the 

burden of the God-pole. 

− Provide a veil for the God-pole. 

− Coordinate with the Firekeeper and Carver on the burning of the pole. 

 

Optional:  

− May put on a workshop discussing the lore of the God/dess being worshipped. If this 

will not be undertaken by the Blót volunteers, then the Witan must be informed by 

December in the year prior to the gathering. 

−  [The Blót team is not responsible for other workshops, rituals, or tasks. The Witan 

encourages the members of the Blót team to focus their efforts on the Blót ritual, as 

experience has demonstrated it is easy to spread oneself too thin.] 

 

Recognition:  

− Names of all Blót ritual officiates will be listed in the program, if names are provided to 

the Witan by the ides of June. 
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− This is a volunteer role, of community sacrifice, of leadership, of being a ring-giver. Fame 

is the only compensation. 

 

A Note on the Blót Sacrifice:  

− The primary, focal, and first sacrifice at the Blót are the raw and pre-cooked ingredients 

for the Húsel Feast. The communal offerings, in a ceremonial role, by the Blót team 

should only be those noted above in the responsibilities section. Any member of the 

Blót team can, of course, offer their own personal offerings after the communal Folk 

offering of the Húsel Feast ingredients. 

− The offering of the Húsel Feast ingredients is the critical linkage between the Blót and 

the Húsel; esoterically providing the link between Folk and God/dess, between creation 

and destruction, between gifts and loss. 

− The Húsel Feast always provides both vegetarian and non-vegetarian options. Whenever 

meat is feasted upon and offered, “blood has been spilled,” whether this is recognized 

or not. Any offering that includes or uses, meat, leather, fur, gelatin, or other animal 

product (such as fining agents for alcohol) is, in fact, a “blood sacrifice” because an 

animal has died. Thus, the primary Blót offering is always a “blood sacrifice” at our rites. 

− In years when a local Heathen farmer is available to raise an animal to provide the food 

for the Húsel Feast, an additional ritual takes place at the time of slaughter. In such 

cases, members of the Blót Team and the Head Feast Cook will be invited to participate 

in the rite with the Witan. This generally takes place within the two weeks prior to HHG. 

(All laws related to humane farm slaughter are followed by the farmer.) 

 

Planning: 

To coordinate the planning of the gathering a secret Facebook Group will be created each year 

for the:  

− Witan; 

− Gythia or Goði; 

− Carver; 

− Cunning-person; 

− Herald; 

− Seneschal; and 

− Housecarl.  

 

This will be established during, 

or before, February. Other 

than the Witan, each volunteer 

role will only have one voice in 

this coordination group to 

ensure ease of communication 

and clarity of responsibility. 

    (Image of the inside of the Vé with offering placed on the hoard) 
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Byrele 
 

A Byrele is a ritual role at Symbel. Their job is to carry the horn around and select those who will 

speak at Symbel. They are “the right hand” of the SymbelGythia / Goði. They are the conduit for 

the hospitality of Symbel. 

 

Selection: The Byrele is a volunteer that receives their opportunity after being approached by 

the SymbelGythia / Goði. The job of Byrele is a physical one, where a heavy horn need be carried 

and moved for many hours. Aside from being strong with perseverance, the Byrele must be 

observant, with knowledge of the lore of Symbel, possesses excellent emotional intelligence, 

and have knowledge of Heathen community politics. The SymbelGythia / Goðiconfer with the 

Witan to receive final approval for their selection.  

 

Relationships: The Byrele reports to the SymbelGythia / Goði, who reports to the Witan. They 

work with the SymbelGythia / Goði and the Thulr. 

 

Responsibilities: 

− Meets with the SymbelGythia / Goði and Byrele to review their role in the ritual, prior to 

HHG. 

− Liaises with the Housecarl, the Thulr, and the SymbelGythia / Goði. 

− Carries the horn throughout the Symbel. 

− Notifies the Thulr of any issues or concerns that exist amongst the Folk. 

− Instruct people on how to drink from the horn or honour the horn without drinking. 

− Not allow the horn to run dry. Not allow people to pour out from the horn. 

− Quietly encourage and support people who speak or wish to speak. 

− Select the persons to speak, in an equitable manner, as agreed to with the Thulr and 

SymbelGythia / Goði. 

− Recruit and propose a back-up Byrele (who can be the Thulr), in case of emergency or to 

allow for breaks during the ritual. 

− Must be 19 or older to comply with Ontario rules around liquor.  

 

Recognition:  

− The Byrele has their name noted in the program.  

− This is a volunteer role, of community sacrifice, of 

leadership, of being a ring-giver. Fame is the only 

compensation. 

 

 

 

 

 

(Image of person with armband and raising horn towards God-

pole in a toasting motion) 
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Carver 
 

Selection:Those who wish to be carvers of the God-pole should volunteer at 

(or shortly after) the Moot in the year before they wish to carve. (A Moot is 

held at the end of every gathering.) This is done so that the carver knows 

the God they will be carving. If there are multiple volunteers, the Witan will 

select between them. Preference is given to new carvers and people not 

connected to the Blót team. 

 

Relationships: The Carver does not have to be part of the same group as 

members of the Blót team or have any previous relationship with the Blót 

team. The Carver should consult with the Gythia or Goði of the year, the 

Witan leader of the Feast Cooks, and the Seneschal. This will assist with 

planning and logistics. 

         (Image of the face carved God-pole) 

Responsibilities: 

− Carve an image of the God or Goddess face into the top of a trunk of red pine. No other 

carvings (symbols, runes, etc.) or art (paint, objects, etc.) should be part of the design. 

The Carver may consult archeological sources and/or the Witan for inspiration or ideas.  

− Know how to, or teach themselves, how to carve low relief in wood, in the round. 

− Have, or borrow, their own carving tools. 

− Arrive at Raven’s Knoll with enough time to carve the God-pole. Some of the carving 

must take place on the opening day of HHG, where the Carver will interact with the Folk. 

If preferred, arrangements can be made to do the bulk of the carving an earlier time 

before HHG, with arrangements made with RK.  

− Lead the charring of the bottom of the God-pole. In gathering tradition, this is called 

“the Burning”. This takes place on the Saturday, prior to the Blót. It is usually informal, 

with everyone pitching in. The bottom of the pole is burned to reduce the chance of rot, 

to symbolize Níðhöggr’s destruction of the roots of the World-Tree, symbolize the fire 

and ice of Creation, and esoterically connect the pole to cosmic cycles through the fire 

of Surt’s Deep Vales under Urðarbrunnr, as well as harken to the dwarven fires, from 

which, the magic items of the gods are forged. If the Carver will not be undertaking this 

task, the Witan should be notified at least two months in advance. Assistance and 

guidance on the charring is available.  

− Obtain a shroud from the Gythia or Goði, which will be used to protect the carving 

during the burning and the procession to the Vé. It is reminiscent of the shroud used to 

cover the bodies of the dead, as well as the veils worn by brides before their vows. 

− [Optional] Attend the cutting of the God-pole. The Seneschal is responsible for the 

cutting of the tree for the carving. Where possible, the Carver will be invited to RK for 

the cutting. This takes place sometime between November and April. The cutting of the 

pole involves a ritual, including offerings to the Spirit of the tree taken and to the 

Landwights. 
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Recognition: 

− Considered to be a “temporary staff member”. Thus, they do not pay admission to HHG 

in the year they carve. 

− Announced in the program.  

 

Cunning-Person 
 

At HHG, a sorcerous esoteric rite is held on one of the nights, which consists of an experimental 

ritual involving sorcery, magic, ritual drama, song, drumming, dance, divination, possession, or 

the like. In the modern Nordic Heathen traditions examples of such spiritual rites are variously 

referred to as seiðr, galdr, gandr, spá, rune-magic, or trolldom. The rite must relate somehow to 

the God or Goddess of the year, but it does not connect directly to the other rituals of Blót, 

Húsel, and Symbel.  

 

Selection: Those who wish to lead the sorcerous esoteric rite volunteer at (or shortly after) the 

Moot in the year before they lead the ritual. (A Moot is held at the end of every gathering.) If 

there are multiple volunteers, the Witan will select between them. Preference is given to: groups 

over individuals; those with experience leading communal sorcerous rites; and, those that have 

not previously lead an HHG ritual. The Cunning-person must be: organized and punctual; 

knowledgeable about the form of sorcery being applied; have excellent emotional intelligence; 

have some knowledge of mental health first aid and/or spiritual “aftercare”; and, have a track 

record of relating to other inclusive Heathens with friðr. 

 

Relationships: Most ritual leaders put a small team of ritualists together for the event, often from 

the same kindred or region. One leader from the sorcery team will be the liaison with the Witan 

on all things related to the ritual. The leader of the team often has to communicate directly with 

the Seneschal on ritual logistics. 

 

Responsibilities: 

− Communicate and discuss logistics with the Seneschal.  

− They recruit their own ritual team (and are responsible for them). 

− Plan for, organize, and coordinate an ‘after-care’ team and location. 

− Provide a ritual outline of the esoteric rite to the Witan by the end May for approval. 

− Communicate with the Firekeeper and/or Huscarl, as required.  

 

Recognition: 

− Names of all esoteric rite ritual officiates will be listed in the program, if names are 

provided to the Witan by the ides of June. 

− This is a volunteer role, of community sacrifice, of leadership, of being a ring-giver. Fame 

is the only compensation. 

 

Note:  

Ritual after-care is optional. People are not required to attend, even if one has attended the 

sorcerous esoteric rite.  
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(Image of coverLeszek Gardela book “(Magic) Staffs in the Viking Age” on a white cover with 

blue wide strip with ancient ships. Top and Bottom corner are images of Magic staffs.) 

 

 

Doughty 
 

The Doughty are human exemplars of the Heathen concept of the “Gifting Cycle” and of “virtue”, 

of true citizenship as a participant in the community of Heathen Folk. “Doughty” is a rough 

translation of “duguth”, who were the mature and tested warriors of the Anglo-Saxons; 

essentially their working veterans. They formed a class of people that acted for the Folk, set 

good examples for others, were a stabilizing influence, and provided advice to the Witan. Today, 

we have no chieftains, for it is the Folk of the country that holds the Crown through our 

democratic Westminster system of government. The universal symbol of achievement, of wealth, 

was the giving and receipt of arm rings; seen in myth as Odin’s magical ring Draupnir that ‘drips’ 

eight rings of equal value from it each night. 

 

Selection: The Folk in attendance at HHG selects one from amongst those in attendance to be 

considered for election to the Doughty. The award is symbolized by a silver arm ring 

commissioned for the event. Someone can only be elected to the Doughty once. It is not a 

transferrable title. Money from the entrance fee is used to commission the rings. This part of the 

entrance fee is “skat” taken by the Witan in fiduciary duty to the Folk, money which is 

transformed into art by the skill of the Smith, art transformed into spiritual symbols of shared 

power, otherworldly might, and relational obligation. In ancient days, chieftains gave arm-rings 

to their favourites, to those who excelled, to those who represented the best of the society. Here 

in the Canadian Westminster-ian Parliamentary democracy, the Folk are the representatives of 

the Crown. Thus, it is a sovereign Folk who decide who should have ‘rings’ (i.e., fame, wealth, 

status). Similarly, at our gathering the HHG Folk decide who amongst them has: 1) contributed 
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most to maintaining friðr amongst religious communities; 2) succeeded in actions that advance 

the good name of Heathenry; or, 3) have undertaken exceptional acts that express Heathen 

virtues. The gift of the arm rings recognizes these gifts to the Heathen community, completing 

the cycle of “a gift for a gift”.  

 

Each year two Doughty are elected. Selection is by balloted vote of all adults (16 years of age or 

older) in attendance at HHG during a given year. There are no absentee ballots. The Witan tallies 

the votes. The top five names with the most votes are collected by the Doughty who are in 

attendance at HHG. The Doughty privately confers and recommends two names to the Witan. 

The Witan reserve the right to veto any selection, in which case the Doughty provides their next 

highest ranked name. The Doughty, on behalf of the Folk, presents the new Doughty with their 

rings, while the Doughty greets the elected and welcomes them into their ranks. 

 

Relationships: The Doughty provides advice (‘redes’) to the Witan at HHG. The Doughty interacts 

with the Folk in a number of important ways (see below). 

 

Responsibilities: 

− Each member of the Doughty in attendance must identify themselves at Registration, be 

available Sunday evening for balloting, and at the end of Sunday evening for welcoming 

the new Doughty. 

− The Doughty stimulate conversation amongst the people present, to consider who 

should be elected to become a member of the Doughty. 

− The Doughty play a role in selecting new Doughty to join their ranks. 

− The Doughty confer the gift of the arm rings to the new Doughty.  

− The Doughty have accepted the obligation to continue to advance the good name of 

Heathenry. 

− The Doughty should encourage the Folk in doing good works and acting friðfully 

towards one another throughout the year. 

− The Doughty should study the meaning behind the gifting and possession of arm rings. 

 

Recognition: 

− The position of Doughty is a volunteer role, of community sacrifice, of leadership, of 

being a ring-giver.  

− Each Doughty receives the gift of a silver arm ring, upon being elected to the Doughty. 

− The right to display the arm ring, as a spiritual token of office. 

 

Note: 

− The rings are valuable on their own or as objects of art. However, they are more valuable 

as tokens of sacred meaning. They hold the will of the Folk, the idea of the best in 

Heathenry and Heathen Folk, and the obligation and covenant of relationships that 

matter, between Gods and people, or amongst people. They connect directly to the 

good wyrð people brought to HHG in the year that they were gifted, exemplified by the 

actions of the Doughty that received it. 
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− The Doughty are encouraged to wear the silver arm ring at each holy Heathen ritual or 

ceremony they attend. It is their personal possession. Transferring the ring to another 

does not transfer the title of Doughty. 

− While they are not ‘goðorð rings’ or ‘temple rings’, the Doughty are encouraged to 

consider their rings to be ‘oath rings’, allowing oaths to be taken upon them, using 

them as a personal tools of power in religious and sorcerous rites, etc. They do not 

confer a right or obligation to be a Gythia or Goði, nor any obligation to a particular 

deity.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

(Image of a person in garb wearing an arm band bracelet and holding an oath ring, another 

person is holding on to the oath ring to enter the Vé.)                                                                          
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Feast Cooks 
 

Selection: The Feast Cooks are all volunteers. One volunteer will coordinate the work, and be 

responsible for recruiting volunteers at the event, if there are not enough of them to undertake 

the work; they are the “Head Feast Cook”. Volunteers proclaim their interest in contributing at 

the Moot, or directly to the Witan or Head Feast Server, during the year. Most volunteers sign 

up to help after arriving at the festival.  

 

Note: The Head Feast Cook volunteer is currently a member of the Witan, but this is not 

obligatory. We are looking for an ‘understudy’ that can be coached into the role. 

 

Relationships: Volunteer Feast Cooks, report to the Head Feast Cook, who reports to the Witan. 

 

Responsibilities: 

− The cooks are responsible for preparing the food and drink for the feast. This sacred 

task should be accomplished by embodying the virtue of hospitality, as well as following 

safe food handling procedures. 

− The Head Feast Cook must coordinate the work of all the Feast Cooks.  

− The Head Feast Cook must recruit and train all Feast Cooks working as volunteers with 

them. 

− The Head Feast Cook analyzes the menu, develops purchase lists and purchases 

ingredients, plans the cooking logistics and methods to be used, and executes on the 

production of the feast menu. 

− The Head Feast Cook must coordinate many logistics with the Seneschal before, and at, 

the event. This includes liaising with them to confirm and arrange any RK equipment 

and resources that are required. 

− The Head Feast Cook is responsible for safe food handling, including the minimization 

of cross-contamination of taboo ingredients or allergens. 

− The Head Feast Cook is responsible for providing a list of ingredients in any of the 

dishes, upon request of a Fest attendee. 

− The Head Feast Cook must coordinate logistics with the Head Feast Server. 

 

Recognition: 

− The Head Feast Cook is mentioned in the program. 

− The Head Feast Cook is a staff position. They are loaned a 

walkie-talkie radio and do not pay for registration in the year 

they serve in the role.  

− The Head Feast Cook receives an invitation to the HHG menu 

tasting meeting, held in the Winter or Spring, in Ottawa. 

− Regular Feast Cooks are not staff positions. It is a volunteer role, 

of community sacrifice, of being a ring-giver. Fame is the only 

compensation. 

−  

(Image of beef cooking over fire in cast iron pot) 
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Feast Servers 
 

Selection: Feast servers are all volunteers. One volunteer will coordinate the work, and be 

responsible for recruiting volunteers, if there are not enough of them to undertake the work. 

This person is called the “Head Feast Server”. Volunteers proclaim their interest in contributing 

at the Moot, or directly to the Witan or Head Feast Server, during the year. 

 

Relationships: Volunteer Feast Servers, report to the Head Feast Server, who reports to the Head 

Feast Cook, and coordinates with other volunteer departments.   

 

Responsibilities: 

− The servers are responsible for serving food and drink at the feast, to the rest of the 

assembled Folk. This sacred task should be accomplished by embodying the virtue of 

hospitality, as well as following safe food handling procedures. 

− The Head Feast Server must coordinate all the Feast Servers.  

− The Head Feast Server must coordinate with the Skald regarding feast service logistics. 

− The Head Feast Server must coordinate with the Witan regarding adding volunteers to 

their team. 

− The Feast Servers set up and coordinate the station for the communal washing of plates 

and cooking utensils after the feast. 

− The Head Feast Server must coordinate logistics with the Seneschal before, and during, 

the event. 

− The Head Feast Server must coordinate their work with that of the Head Feast Cook. 

 

Recognition: 

− The Head Feast Server is mentioned in the program. 

− The Head Feast Sever is a staff position. They are loaned a walkie-talkie radio and do not 

pay for registration in the year they serve in the role.  

− The Head Feast Server receives an invitation to the HHG menu tasting meeting, held in 

the Winter or Spring, in Ottawa. 

− Regular Feast Servers are not staff positions. It is a volunteer role, of community 

sacrifice, of being a ring-giver. Fame is the only compensation. 

− All Feast Servers are recognized at Symbel. 

− All Feast Servers receive a symbolic token of gratitude from the Witan. 

 

 

 

(Image of stacks for Wooden bowls 

 in preparation for the feast)  
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Firekeeper 
 

Selection:Firekeepers volunteer for the job, at least two months before the gathering. Witan 

members consult with the RK Fire Warden on who to select. There can be more than one 

Firekeeper, taking different days or taking different times of day. Firekeepers must be familiar 

with RK and the setting and tending of festival bonfires. 

 

Relationships: The Firekeepers report directly to the Witan. They must coordinate their work with 

others, by consulting with the Housecarl, Camp Helpers, Seneschal, Witan leader of the Feast 

Cooks, and RK staff. 

 

Responsibilities: 

− Set, maintain, and tend a “hall-type” fire. This involves regular campfire tending, as well 

as layering for height, and adding the appropriate types of wood for the purposes of 

creating either providing light or heat. 

− Be willing to stay awake, and sober, very late into the evening. Firekeepers are 

responsible for covering and/or dousing the communal fire at the end of the night. As 

well as general fire safety, at any time. 

− Serve an “eyes and ears” and communications function. The Firekeeper is part of the 

“first responder” group at the gathering. They must relay with Housecarl or RK staff on 

all urgencies or concerns related to safety or security. They do not need security or first 

aid training or experience. 

− Coordinate with the Witan leader of the Feast Cooks and the Skald to coordinate fire-

related logistics with the cooking of the Feast and performances during Symbel. 

− Coordinate with the Seneschal and Camp Helpers to ensure fire-safe equipment, fuel, 

and the environment of the campfire is prepared for fires at the relevant times. 

 

Recognition: One Firekeeper position each year can be converted into a “temporary staff 

member”. This person must be pre-approved by the Witan to work all three nights of the 

gathering. Being a “temporary staff member” means that this person does not pay to attend the 

gathering. 

 

A Note on the Burning:  

− The Gythia or Goði of the Blót, or a representative provided by them, should work with 

someone from RK staff, the Carver, and Camp Help, to burn the bottom of the God-

pole. This activity takes place on the Saturday, prior to the Blót. It is usually informal. It is 

announced in the program. The main Blót team members are usually too busy 

organizing and practicing for the Blót to engage much in this activity. Thus, it is 

recommended to have a briefed representative participate. 

− Someone from the Blót team is responsible for tying a protective cloth (“veil”) over the 

carved visage on the God-pole. 

− The bottom of the pole is burned to reduce the chance of rot, to symbolize Níðhöggr’s 

destruction of the roots of the World-Tree, symbolize the fire and ice of Creation, and 

esoterically connect the pole to the Web of Wyrd through the fire of Surt’s Deep Vales 
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under Urðarbrunnr in the dark to the top of the pole where the deity seen in Ásgarðr is 

in the light. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

(Image of a contained fire with sticks 

piled in towards middle in a square 

shape about 4x 4 and a flame about 

4 feet high. The fire is then circled 

by rocks.) 
 

Guide 
 

At various Moots the HHG Folk have requested that all gatherings include a component that 

interactively includes people that cannot attend the gathering. The Guide is a position for a 

volunteer that cannot make it to the gathering in-person. They ‘guide’ outsiders through the 

way into the gathering. Their work involves facilitating web-related activities such as live feeds, 

recordings, or broadcasts on various platforms for HHG workshops or activities. Please note that, 

the Blót, Húsel, Symbel, and Sorcerous esoteric rite will remain in-person only (as well as being 

unrecorded). This includes the skaldic performances that are part of the Húsel.  

 

Selection: The Guide is a volunteer that offers their services at the HHG Moot or shortly 

thereafter, the year before the event. The Guide is selected by the Witan on the advice of the 

Reeve. The Witan and Reeve selects from the offers of volunteering, using the criteria of: 

experience facilitating on-line interaction; knowledge of the platforms being used; 

organizational ability and dependability; good judgment and frithfulness; possession of required 

hardware; and, relevant software operation skills. 

 

Relationships: The Guide reports to the Witan, but in most cases works with the Reeve. The 

Guide may need to work with most volunteer roles throughout HHG. 

 

Responsibilities: 

− Provides advice to the Reeve on any logistical requirements for web-based engagement 

with off-site Heathens during the gathering. 

− Off-site management of web-based interactions, such as acting as a reporter, 

responding to live feed comments, and generally supporting the live visual presence of 

HHG on the web. 

− The Guide is responsible for obtaining, directing, coaching, and supporting any 

additional online volunteer assistants. 

− Provides advice and support to the Reeve, in their role of program development and 

scheduling.  
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− Meets with the Witan and Reeve to determine timeline, roles, equipment (s), needs, 

supplies, and support. 

− Recognition:  

− Considered to be a “temporary staff member”. Thus, they do not pay admission to HHG 

in the year they volunteer. 

− Announced in the program. 

 
(An image of a sunset with two ravens on two separate fence post. A forest is in the background. 

Words in the image say Hail and Horn Gathering 2020 “intermission”.) 

 

Herald 
 

Selection: The Herald is a volunteer that offers their services at the HHG Moot or before June in 

the year of the gathering. The Witan selects from the offers of volunteering, using the criteria of: 

dependability and punctuality; ability to project their voice; and, ability to sound a blowing horn. 

 

Relationships: The Herald reports to the Reeve. Heralds also work with the BlótGythia or Goði to 

plan the procession of the God-pole. 

 

Responsibilities: 

− Calling and “herding” the Folk, to get them to the correct location for rituals and 

activities. 

− Loudly announcing all program activities slightly before they occur. 

− Assisting in facilitating the procession of the God-pole. 

− Being punctual and reliable. 

− Knowing the time, if asked. 

 

Recognition: 

− The Herald’s name is mentioned in the program. 

− This is a volunteer role, of community sacrifice, of leadership, of being a ring-giver. Fame 

is the only compensation. 

− The Herald may be loaned a walkie-talkie radio. 
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(Image of a man with his back facing us in ancient Garb. He is sounding a long horn with his 

mouth. A rooster is at his feet.) 

 

Housecarl 
 

In some ancient Heathen royal households, the professional warriors that served as bodyguards 

and security were called “housecarls.”  

 

Selection: The Housecarl is selected by the Witan from RK vetted security staff and/or paramedic 

staff. It is an invitation-only position, which requires security experience, sound judgment, good 

character, politeness, active listening, the ability to stay awake late into the night, and a level of 

physical fitness. It could also require knowledge of first aid or paramedicine, depending on the 

arrangement of staff and attendees each year. 

 

Relationships: The Housecarl reports directly to the Witan. They work with whatever other staff 

member is required in a given situation, often the Fire Keeper. 

 

Responsibilities: 

− Protecting HHG attendees from physical harm. 

− Assisting in removing ejected or unwelcome guests. 

− Documenting any security issue, should evidence be required for future legal action. 

− Physically and emotionally supporting any victims of crime. 

− Politely reminding HHG attendees of Raven’s Knolls rules, when required. 

− Liaising with local police services, should the Witan be unavailable or require assistance. 

− Communicating with emergency services, providing directions and/or situation updates. 
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− Observing the behaviour of HHG attendees and reporting any suspicions or concerns to 

the Witan. 

− Maintaining strict confidentiality, where required. 

− Knowing who has medical training, how to contact them, and where medical supplies 

are located. 

− Assisting with responses to medical emergencies. 

 

Recognition: 

− The Housecarl is a formal staff position, with a walkie-talkie radio. They do not pay the 

entrance fee. 

− Their name is mentioned in the program. 

 

Note:  

In some years there may be more than one Housecarl. For instance, volunteer Housecarls may 

be on-call to just deal with medical issues, on a case-by-case basis. However, only the Housecarl 

on continuous active duty is a formal staff position that is mentioned in the program. 

 

 
(Image 1 of a cartoon drawing of a red-haired person wearing a Pride shirt reading “We have 

always been here”. Image 2 of a cartoon drawing of muscular bearded man with one open eye, 

with a raven on each shoulder with a shirt reading “Fuck Fascism”.)  
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Kennari 
 

“Kennari” is Old West Norse for a ‘teacher’; literally “knowledgeable one”. This is a great title to 

replace the unwieldy modern “Facilitator and/or Leader of Workshops or Activities.” 

 

Selection: Kennari are volunteers that offer their services at the HHG Moot or before June in the 

year of the gathering, or because they have answered the call of the Symbel team or Reeve for 

workshops. The Witan selects from the offers of volunteering, using the criteria of: proposal 

matches the themes associated with the deity being venerated; diversity amongst workshops 

and activities; and, experience and knowledge of the topic proposed. 

 

Relationships: Kennari work directly with the Reeve on development of their workshop or 

activity. They liaise with the Senechal and/or others (like the Fire Keeper or Camp Help) to 

arrange logistics. 

 

Responsibilities: 

− Being prepared, being well-studied on the subject taught. 

− Being prepared, having logistics related to the workshop or activity arranged in advance 

(such as requirements for projectors, covered location, etc.) 

− Being punctual. 

− Providing materials to participants free of charge, or clearly identifying the nominal fee 

required to participate well in advance. 

 

Recognition: 

− Kennari have their names noted in the program, along with a write-up of their workshop 

or activity.  

− This is a volunteer role, of community sacrifice, of leadership, of being a ring-giver. Fame 

is the only compensation. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

(Image of  various Gnomes facing the Ravens Knoll campsite Street sign. )  
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Reeve 
 

Reeves played an organizational role in medieval English communities, including making sure 

that community gatherings (‘hustings’) ran smoothly. In the context of HHG, the Reeve assists 

with all programming and the scheduling associated with the event. 

 

Selection:  The Reeve is selected by the Witan. There is an expectation that the volunteer Reeve 

will remain in the position for several years, only leaving when they coach and train an 

understudy to replace them. The Witan select the Reeve using the criteria of: experience in event 

planning; knowledge of Heathen lore; knowledge of the politics of Heathen communities; ability 

to project their voice; public speaking ability; good judgment; and, frithfulness. 

 

Note: This volunteer is currently a member of the Witan, but this is not obligatory. We are 

looking for an ‘understudy’ that can be coached into the role. 

 

Relationships: The Reeve reports to the Witan. The Reeve coordinates with all roles throughout 

HHG; in particular and most often, with the Guide, the Kennari, and the Seneschal. 

 

Responsibilities: 

− Engages with the Folk to obtain volunteer Kennari to share their knowledge or abilities 

with others. In practice, this involves inviting people planning to attend to put on 

workshops and activities. 

− Determines the logistical requirements of Kennari and liaises with the Senechal, Witan, 

or any other role implicated in the requirements or logistical impact of a workshop or 

activity to ensure requirements are met. 

− Drafts the timeline for the HHG program, which is presented to the Witan. 

− Creates the rough draft of the HHG program, managing edits made by the Witan. 

− Submits a final draft program to the Witan. 

− The Reeve is responsible for obtaining, directing, coaching, and supporting any 

volunteer assistants. 

− Responsible for working with other HHG staff to implement all audio-visual and 

telecommunications logistics for Kennari. Liaises and co-ordinates with the Guide to 

record or broadcast a selection of workshops or events that occur at HHG. 

− On-site management of web-based interactions, such as acting as a reporter, 

responding to live feed comments, and generally supporting the live visual presence of 

HHG on the web. 

− Ensure all Kennari know how to abide by the inclusive values of the gathering in their 

presentation or activity. 

− Coach Kennari on how to put on an effective workshop or activity.  

 

Recognition:  

− Considered to be a “temporary staff member”. Thus, they do not pay admission to HHG 

in the year they volunteer. 

− Announced in the program 
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Seneschal 
 

In some medieval royal households, a “Seneschal” was in charge of domestic resources and the 

administration of servants. At HHG, the position is one of logistics and physical arrangements 

related to RK locations, tools, inventory, or infrastructure. 

 

Selection: The Seneschal is selected by the Witan from the RK vetted “Troll Patrol” (i.e., the Knoll 

maintenance team). It is an invitation-only position, which requires a jack-of-all-trade ability to 

fix things, as well as an intimate knowledge of RK geography, tools, inventory of “stuff” and how 

its infrastructure works.  

 

Relationships: The Seneschal reports to the Witan, and may need to work with basically any 

other volunteer position, as required. 

 

Responsibilities: 

− Managing, directing, coaching, and delegating tasks to all Troll Camp Helpers. 

− Maintaining the cleanliness of, and supplies in, the comfort stations and porta-potties. 

− Fixing any infrastructure issues that may arise. 

− Arranging AV equipment. 

− Stocking the supply of fire wood. 

− Preparing shelter, seating, fire bowls, etc. for programmed activities.  

 

Recognition: 

− The Seneschal is a formal staff position, with a radio. They do not pay the entrance fee. 

− Their name is mentioned in the program. 

 

Note:  

− Other staff must discuss their requirements with the Senechal early, prior to the event, 

so as not to overburden them and so that the requirements are met or alternatives can 

be arranged. 

 

 

 

(Image of wooden hammer in the likeness of Mjolnir  

with the rune spelling “THOR” and necklace pendant 

offering placed on God-pole) 
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Skald 
 

“Skald” is a term for an Old Norse poet, troubadour, 

or bard. Skalds spoke and taught the Heathen 

worldview through stories, song, and poetry. In an 

oral culture, they embodied the wisdom of Kvasir, of 

Odin, of the Mead of Poetry. In ancient times, as 

today, sacred speech acts tie together the Gods and 

Folk, drink and word, magic and history, inspiration 

and craft. At HHG the Skald is a role take up by 

someone who can themselves perform, but also one 

that organizes and encourages others to perform. 

These performances include the formal entertainment 

during the feast and informal performances around 

the Skaldic Fire. Modern skaldry can consist of stories, 

songs, poems, or short ritual dramas. 

(Image of Gnomes playing instruments) 

Selection: The Skald is a volunteer that offers their services at the HHG Moot or shortly 

thereafter, the year before the event. The Witan selects from the offers of volunteering, using 

the criteria of: experience being an M.C.; ability to project one’s voice; organizational ability and 

dependability; ability to hold the interest of a crowd; and, performance ability and output. 

 

Relationships: The Skald reports to the Witan. They work closely with the Head Feast Server, 

Head Feast Cook, Firekeeper, Senechal, and Camp Help on coordinating their work. They also 

work with the Folk, especially people they do not know, to uncover and encourage the skills and 

abilities of skaldry in the Folk. 

 

Responsibilities: 

− Recruit other skalds for the three to four “acts” that entertain the Folk during the Húsel 

Feast. 

− Recruit planted “acts” for the Skaldic Fire, where informal performances take place.  

− M.C. both the entertainment at the Húsel Feast and the Skaldic Fire.  

− Perform a piece of skaldry at the Húsel Feast.   

− Perform a piece of skaldry at the Skaldic Fire. 

− Work with the Senechal and Firekeeper to ensure all performers have what is required 

for their performance, such as seating, sound equipment, or specific lighting. 

 

Recognition: 

− The Skald has their name noted in the program.  

− If provided before the ides of June to the Witan, the names of the performers 

presenting at the Feast may also appear in the program. 

− This is a volunteer role, of community sacrifice, of leadership, of being a ring-giver.Fame 

is the only compensation. 
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Smith 
 

Selection: Those who wish to craft the arm rings volunteer at (or shortly after) the Moot in the 

year before they are required. (A Moot is held at the end of every gathering.) If there are 

multiple volunteers, the Witan will select between them. Preference is given to those with the 

most experience. 

 

Relationships: The Smith reports directly to the Witan.  

 

Responsibilities: Crafting two heavy sliver arm rings, in the style of ancient arm rings. 

 

Recognition: 

− Considered to be a “temporary staff member”. Thus, they do not pay admission to HHG 

in the year they carve. 

− Announced in the program. 

− The Witan compensates the Smith for the cost of the raw silver. 

 

 
(Image of Silver arm band x 2) 
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SymbelGythia / Goði 
 

Symbel (O.N. Sumbel) is a sacred ritual of communion between Folk, 

Ancestors, and Gods which features speech offerings by participants that are 

made in the context of consuming a sacred beverage from a communal horn, 

named ‘Friðdrifa.’ Ancestors are the honoureddead, and can include 

ancestors of ‘blood’ (consanguineal kin, of any religion), ancestors of ‘heart’ 

(affinal kin), ancestors of ‘mind’ (cultural and philosophic kin), and ancestors 

of ‘spirit’ (historic figureswith whom we share an identity or attitude). ‘Toasts’ 

and ‘boasts’ are offered at the HHG Symbel, but never ‘oaths’. Our ritual is a 

‘High Symbel’ which means that only the Heathen Gods and their allies are 

honoured during the rite. (This includes Loki.) It also means that an 

opportunity for gifting other’s in attendance, to add weight to words offered, 

is a feature of the ritual.    (Image of large stone withs runes 

inscription) 

Selection: The SymbelGythia / Goði is selected by the Witan. Those interested in being the 

SymbelGythia / Goði for the next year can put their name forward at the Moot. As noted, 

sometimes the Thulr is the same as the SymbelGythia / Goði. The SymbelGythia / Goði confers 

with the Witan to receive final approval for their selection. The Witan selects the SymbelGythia / 

Goði using the criteria of: experience leading Symbel; knowledge of Heathen lore related to 

Symbel; ability to project their voice; public speaking ability; knowledge of Heathen community 

politics; excellent judgment; excellent emotional intelligence; boldness; number of HHG Symbels 

attended; dependability; and, frithfulness. 

 

Note: This volunteer is currently a member of the Witan, but this is not obligatory. 

 

Relationships: The SymbelGythia / Goðireports to the Witan. They work with the Thulr, the 

Senechal, Housecarl, and the Byrele. 

 

Responsibilities: 

− Conducts the Symbel, including the hallowing of the mead in the horn ‘Friðdrifa’. 

− Sits with members of the Witan at Symbel. 

− Arranges for donated mead and honey-switchel and/or informs the Witan six months in 

advance of the event of drink requirements. 

− Recommends the person for Thulr role to the Witan. 

− Coordinates with Thurl, Witan, Byrele, Skald, Senechal, regarding any logistics required 

for the Symbel. 

− Meets with the Thulr and Byrele to review their role in the ritual, prior to HHG. 

− Organizes the flow of Symbel, including pre-arranging as much of the gifting portion of 

the Symbel as possible. 

− Liaises between the Housecarl, the Byrele, and the Thulr. 

 

Recognition: The SymbelGythia / Goði has their name noted in the program. This is a volunteer 

role, of community sacrifice, of leadership, of being a ring-giver. Fame is the only compensation. 
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Thulr 
 

A Thulr is a ritual role at Symbel. Their job is to tactfully challenge speakers, if required, so that 

the rules of Symbel are respected and that the Folks’ wyrd is guarded from impetuous words or 

actions made by others. They are “the mouth” of the SymbelGythia / Goði, and are sometimes 

the same person. 

 

Selection: The Thulr is a volunteer that receives their opportunity after being approached by the 

SymbelGythia / Goði. As noted, sometimes the Thulr is the same person as the SymbelGythia / 

Goði. The SymbelGythia / Goði confers with the Witan to receive final approval for their 

selection. A Thulr must be bold, sober-minded, fair, dependable, and frithful, with knowledge of 

the lore of Symbel, possess excellent emotional intelligence, have experience with public 

speaking; and, have knowledge of Heathen community politics.  

 

Note: This volunteer is currently a member of the Witan, but this is not obligatory. We are 

looking for an ‘understudy’ that can be coached into the role. 

 

Relationships: The Thulr reports to the SymbelGythia / Goði, who reports to the Witan. They 

work with the SymbelGythia / Goði and the Byrele. 

 

Responsibilities: 

− Meets with the SymbelGythia / Goði and Byrele to review their role in the ritual, prior to 

HHG. 

− Liaises with the Housecarl, the Byrele, and the SymbelGythia / Goði. 

− Interrupts, seeks clarification, and speaks at Symbel to ensure the rules of Symbel are 

followed, and that people speak truthfully and accurately. 

− Refuses gifts or toasts on behalf of those who reject them. 

− Is the first voice supporting friðr in the Symbel Hall, if speech or acts become in any way 

hostile. 

− Ensures that the Byreleis supported and treated well at Symbel. 

 

Recognition:  

− The Thulr has their name noted in the program.  

− This is a volunteer role, of community sacrifice, of leadership, of being a ring-giver. Fame 

is the only compensation. 
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Trolls and Gnomes (Camp Help) 
 

Selection: Anyone can volunteer to be Camp Help, at any time. All Camp Helpers are approved 

by the Seneschal. It is appreciated if people volunteer prior to the event, or at Registration.  

 

Relationships: Camp Help comes in two types: “Trolls” or “Gnomes”. Trolls report to the 

Seneschal, and will often work with them, or the Fire Keeper, or Head Feast Cook. Gnomes will 

work with the Housecarl or a member of the Witan.  

 

Responsibilities: 

− Trolls complete any labouring tasks that are required. Examples include: carrying things 

about; digging a hole for a god-pole; stacking firewood; cleaning bathrooms; stocking 

toilet paper; removing garbage and recycling; arranging shelter, decorations, tables or 

chairs; etc. 

− Gnomes complete any light tasks that are required. Examples include: assisting with 

registration; decorating and tidying up. 

 

Recognition: 

− This is a volunteer role, of community sacrifice, of being a ring-giver. 

− Camp Help may be temporarily issued a radio, depending on their assigned task. 

− Fame is the only compensation.  
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Witan 
 

In Anglo-Saxon England, the “Witan” were functionaries that advised the king and whose 

membership was composed of both secular and religious specialists. They are a forerunner to 

both our modern ‘cabinets’ and ‘parliaments’. We don’t have kings governing us directly any 

longer, as that role has been effectively taken over by the Folk. Nor is a simple gathering a 

nation or a state, in any case. Instead, the Witan here is the metaphoric name given to the 

coordinating and organizing body of the gathering, that interprets and pragmatically applies the 

advice of the Folk given each year at the Moot, to shape and govern the HHG festival. 

Ultimately, the Witan reports to the Folk, through organizing the gathering, and through 

discussion of redes at Moot. 

 

Selection: The first Witan was composed of members of the two hearths that founded the 

HHG.The four founding members of the Witan hailed from the Raven’s Knoll bannerand the 

Rúnatýr Kindred. Witan governance, such as designating successor or replacement membership, 

is determined by consensus of current Witan members. (There is no convention established for a 

required number of Witan.) 

 

Relationships: The Witan works with all of the volunteer positions. 

 

Responsibilities: 

− Coordinating and leading the entire HHG. 

− Selecting, directing, and briefing all staff members. 

− Facilitating the Moot discussion. 

− Implementing Moot redes (i.e., advice) where possible and pragmatic. 

− Coach, assist, and support the SymbelGoði / Gythia.  

− Coach, assist, and support the Head Feast Cook. 

− Developing the Húsel feast menu. 

− Offering of all God- and Ancestor-plates, on behalf of the Folk. 

− Offering of the Húsel ingredients at Blót, on behalf of the Folk. 

− Officiating the opening and closing ceremonies. 

− Drafting and printing the program. 

− Running registration, and conducting all financial transactions of the gathering. 

− Liaising with, coaching, and supporting the social media and web activities of HHG, 

overseen by the Guide 

 

Recognition: 

• The Witan are formal staff positions; each person gets a walkie-talkie radio. They do not pay 

the entrance fee. 

• Their names are mentioned in the program. 

• The right to display the Eagle pendant, as a token of spiritualoffice. Ex-Witan members may 

also display the Eagle pendant. 

 

Note:At the present time, the Witan roughly divide their roles using the following portfolios: 
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− Key: Payments; recognition; registration; security; volunteer management; coordination 

with the Senechal and Housecarl; 

− Kettle:Coordination of the Húsel teams, including ritual, serving, and cooking; social 

media; 

− Rangle: Coordination with the Blót ritual team; coordination with the Carver and Smith; 

development of the Húsel, including ritual and menu; general HHG logistics; social 

media; 

− Shield: Programming on-site and online; coordination with the Symbel ritual team; 

opening and closing rituals; scribe of redes; community outreach. 
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Questions 
 

There may be details or questions that require one-on-one interaction with a Witan member. 

Questions regarding different topics are best responded to by different Witan members. To 

have any questions answered the Witan point of contact is currently: 

 

    Chantal Layoun (Witan Kettle) 

 

Facebook & Messenger: https://www.facebook.com/chantal.layoun.1 

E-mail:    yountal@hotmail.com 

 

 

Last Updated: Mach 21, 2022  
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